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Exercise 1

Consider a floating rate note paying the value (T2−T1)L(T1, T2), T1 ≤ T2. Consider it as a natural floater
and an in arrears one (i.e. payment of the libor occurring at T1 and T2). Set T1 = 1, T2 = 2, let the Libor
volatility be σ = 0.25% and take as prices of the zero coupon bonds P (0, T1) and P (0, T2) be those in the
zero coupon bond curves from the previous handouts. Experiment with the convexity adjustment doing
the following:

(a) Find the analytical value of the natural floater;

(b) Simulate the process Lt under the T2-forward measure using the class ProcessEulerScheme in the
finmath library and compare it with the value (a);

(c) Find the analytical formula for the value of the convexity adjustment and compute it in the present
case;

(d) Find the convexity adjustment by simulating the process L2
t in the T2-forward measure, again using

the class ProcessEulerScheme and compare the value with that found in (c).

Exercise 2

Consider a financial asset of initial value S0 = 100. Assume the riskfree interest is 0 and set the maturity
T = 1. Consider the following Call price structure as a function of the strike K be given by:

Strike Price

80 14.184
90 10.329
100 9.942
110 5.946
120 4.311

Determine whether this option prices structure is free of arbitrage or not.

Hint: There two ways of doing this. One is explicitly constructing a butterfly a portfolio long one call on
a strike K0, short two calls on the next strike K1 and long one call at the further strike K2. ans shows
it has negative costs at time 0 and yields a positive payoff at time T with positive probability. Another,
more elegant, way is using result of exercise 3 in the exercise sheet 4. What is the analytical property of
the call value function Ct implied there? How is it related to presence/absence of arbitrage? (Hint on the
hint: a butterfly is still helpful)


